adapt
Sustainability statement – SpaceArm monitor arms
At Adapt Global Group, we strive to follow sustainable practices in the design, manufacture and distribution
of our products and solutions. This helps our customers minimise their impact on the wider environment,
reduces costs and contributes to their long-term prosperity. Many of our solutions support environmental
accreditations such as LEED.

Sustainable design
Our SpaceArm monitor arms are designed with sustainability at their core. They have the potential to be
reused, repurposed and recycled. Their flexible design means they can be upgraded and reconfigured,
without needing to change the whole solution. For example, if you need to upgrade to a lighter monitor,
you can swap out the gas strut component for another one that supports the correct weight. You can also
easily add more monitor arms to the system as your needs evolve. This flexibility not only protects your
investment by extending the shelf life of the product, it also reduces waste.

Environmentally friendly
Our SpaceArms are assembled at local distribution centres, helping to reduce carbon footprint. They are
manufactured using recycled materials wherever possible. We strive to ship in the minimum of packaging
and in the most environmentally efficient ways available to us.
Source Material

Component

Recycled Content of Source
Material by Weight *

Recyclable after use

Aluminum ADC 12

Aluminium Casting
SpaceArm

100%

100%

Cold Roll Sheet

Metal Stamping

100%

100%

Aluminum PCT/P1020

Aluminium Extrusion,
SpaceArm

99.7%

100%

Nylon, POM, ABS

Bushings in SpaceArms and
SpaceArm cap

0.0%

0.0%

Resin Color

Powder, SpaceArms

90%

0.0%

Component Name

Material Name

Is it recycled material? If yes %

Is it recyclable after use?

Cardboard

Boxes

Yes 30%

Yes

Pulp Tray

Newspaper

Yes 100%

Yes

Poly Sheet/bag

Low Density Polyethylene

Yes 30%

Yes

Lifetime guarantee
As part of our commitment to offering sustainable solutions, we offer a Lifetime Guarantee on our
SpaceArm products. This means that if there is ever a fault found with the quality of the product, we will
repair or replace it free of charge.

Product continuity
Further to our guarantee on materials and workmanship, we guarantee to maintain continuity of product
supply. This means that you will be able to source the same products or component parts from us at any
time in the future, maximising the value of your SpaceArm products.
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